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Abstract

In this paper a corpus-based decompounding algorithm is
described and applied for German LVCSR. The decompound-
ing algorithm contributes to address two major problems for
LVCSR: lexical coverage and letter-to-sound conversion. The
idea of the algorithm is simple: given a word start of length �

only few different characters can continue an admissible word
in the language. But concerning compounds, if word start �
reaches a constituent word boundary, the set of successor char-
acters can theoretically include any character. The algorithm
has been applied to a 300M word corpus with 2.6M distinct
words. 800k decomposition rules have been extracted automat-
ically. OOV (out of vocabulary) word reductions of 25% to 50%
relative have been achieved using word lists from 65k to 600k
words. Pronunciation dictionaries have been developed for the
LIMSI 300k German recognition system. As no language spe-
cific knowledge is required beyond the text corpus, the algo-
rithm can apply more generally to any compounding language.

1. Introduction
German decomposition has been studied by many authors with
various perspectives, for NLP tasks such as morphosyntactic
tagging [1] or machine translation [2], and for speech recog-
nition [3][4]. This contribution focuses on decompounding
for LVCSR (large vocabulary continuous speech recognition).
Previous studies on German speech recognition are described
in [5][6][7].

The German language produces a large variety of distinct
lexical forms, among them many compounds. For example
long words such as Überlebensperspektiven (approx. eng.:
survival expectations) or Medikamentenspendensammlung (ap-
prox. eng.: unused drugs collection) are very common. This
characteristic, raises specific research issues for German speech
recognition, in particular morphological decomposition. It is
well known that a prerequisite for low word error rates in auto-
matic speech recognition is a dictionary with high lexical cov-
erage during the system’s operating conditions. In order to en-
sure this high lexical coverage for German there are mainly two
solutions: either split long compounds into smaller constituent
items or extend the vocabulary far beyond the often observed
65k limit. In our opinion both of these solutions merit consid-
eration and in either case morphological decomposition is use-
ful. Whereas this seems rather obvious for the first solution,
the second solution requires very large pronunciation dictionar-
ies. German letter-to-sound conversion is relatively straight-
forward for small words and compounds with known bound-
aries. Ambiguities arise for longer items: cross-morpheme let-
ter sequences are major sources of ambiguity. In the previ-
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given examples we have the cross-word letter string _en-
which depending on word boundary will be pronounced
�/ or /�n�p�/. Decomposition, by reducing these ambi-
s, contributes to produce more consistent phonemic tran-
ions and thus more accurate acoustic modeling. To au-
ically produce large pronunciation dictionaries other re-
hers have explored automatic grapheme-to-phoneme and
emes-only approaches [8]. The work described in the fol-
g has a more ’linguistic’ motivation: morpheme bound-
are considered as the important missing piece of informa-
hat allows to improve pronunciation dictionaries and to
ve higher lexical coverage (“morpheme” is used here with
nse of “constituent word” of a compound) .

2. German lexical properties
erman language, more than other major western lan-

s, produces a large variety of distinct lexical forms. This
l variety is due to some extent to noun and adjective de-

ion, but most importantly to compounding.

Comparing German to English and French

portance of compounding in the German language can be
ighted by measuring lexical variety as a function of word

and compare the obtained measures to other non com-
ing languages.
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e 1: Comparison of lexical variety in English, French and
an. The number of distinct lexical items as a function of
length (# chars) is measured using word lists extracted
news text corpora of about 300M words per language.

igure 1 compares lexical variety as a function of word
(in number of characters) in German, French and English



using for each language similar text corpora of about 300M
words. French and English curves are similar with a peak for
word length of 7. The higher French curve can be attributed to
the French inflection mechanisms. Both languages are known
to produce only few compounds. The German curve is always
higher than the other two and increases even more steeply after
word length of 9. Compounding is certainly the main reason,
especially noun compounding.

2.2. Investigating German written language

The high lexical variety in German can be explained by various
known factors as word compounding, inflections and deriva-
tion. For instance, a given adjective in German may be found
with more than 10 distinct forms in a speech recognizer’s
lexicon. These are due to declensions, which may be com-
bined with comparative and superlative forms (e.g.: selbstbe-
wußt, selbstbewußte, selbstbewußten, selbstbewußtes, selbst-
bewußtem, selbstbewußter, selbstbewußtere, selbstbewußteren,
selbstbewußtesten, selbstbewußteste...). The recent German or-
thographic reform 5around 1996) increases graphemic variabil-
ity (different rules being applied by different generations). In
the previous example the German orthographic reform replaces
the ß by ss : selbstbewusst.

From all cited sources of lexical variety, compounding
seems to be the most important: theoretically compounding can
produce an infinite number of lexical items. In practice there are
more than 4000 distinct compounds starting with the noun Stadt
(eng.: city): Stadt-teil, Stadt-bibliotheks-leiterin, Stadt-bezirks-
verordneten-versammlungen � � � in the news corpus of 300M
words. To measure the relative importance of noun compounds
as opposed to the other types of possible compounds, the word
counts are separated into two subsets: lower-case words (LC
set) and words starting with an uppercase letter (UC set), which
correspond to a large majority to nouns in German. There are
about 2M of these items (80%) in the word list. Figure 2 fo-
cuses on German only, including separate curves for capital ini-
tial words (UC curve) and lower-case words (LC curve). The
highest lexical variety can be observed for words of 12 charac-
ters. Nouns produce significantly more different forms than the
other word classes.
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Figure 2: German: number of distinct lexical items in lexicon
against word length. UC and LC curves indicate counts for
upper-case and lower-case subsets.

Figure 3 gives the same information weighted over the text
material (#occurrences in corpus). Whereas nouns produce a
huge amount of distinct forms they are globally less frequent
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e 3: German: number of distinct lexical items in corpus
st word length. UC and LC curves indicate counts for
-case and lower-case subsets.

ning text. For words of length 8 and more, UC words
e more frequent in the corpora than LC words.
a previous study on German efforts have been concen-

on words starting with upper-case letters. A limited set of
has been developped manually [4] using corpus statistics
us on the most productive compounds. Some interesting
al rules have been found based on short letter sequences,
fter the sequence ungs a boundary can always be hypothe-
without error. From this manual rule development the fol-
g technical and scientific conclusions have been drawn:
ecompounding is useful for both lexical modeling and
nciation development; and secondly, rules can be found
atically for many compounds using corpus statistics. The
ing algorithm has been developed as a consequence of the
us manual investigations.

Character-based Maximum Branching
Factor Splitting Approach

ecompounding algorithm is corpus-based and language-
endent in the sense that no language-specific resources nor
ledge are required, excepting a large text corpus. The al-
m can probably apply to other compounding or agglutina-
nguages.
ecompounding raises the following problem: given a
start of length � how to decide whether a morpheme
ary occurs between characters � and ���? The proposed

on relies on the following simple idea: given a word start
gth � only few different characters can continue an ad-

ble word in the language (for � sufficiently high, e.g. 5).
eral the number of successor characters progressively re-
as � increases. However in the special case where the

start of length � reaches a morpheme boundary, the num-
f distinct successor characters suddenly increases again:
ded morpheme combines here with new morphemes with-
ecial constraint on letter identity. This corresponds to a
um branching factor measure on letter sequences as will

tailed in the following.
o elaborate morpheme boundary hypotheses words are not
dered in isolation, but are grouped together, using common
start information. A function measuring the number of
ct successor characters for each word start of length � is
Morpheme boundary hypotheses then correspond to local
a of this function. Boundary hypotheses are validated by



checking whether the decompounded constituents exist in the
word list, or more reliably in a reference list (cf. ����� below).

� WrdSt(k) #Wrd(k) #Succ(WrdSt(k))
1 S 290k 59
2 St 66k 55
3 Sta 23k 45
4 Stad 5k 23
5 Stadt 4k 58

Table 1: Example word starts (WrdSt(k)) of length �: the num-
ber of distinct lexical entries sharing this word start is given
(#Wrd(k). #Succ(WrdSt(k)) indicates the number of distinct
(case-sensitive) successor characters.

The idea is exemplified in Table 1 using figures from the
300M word corpus with 2.6M distinct items (including format-
ting and typographical errors 1). There are 290k words starting
with s or S. A very large number of distinct characters (59) can
follow this initial s. Many of them are due to spelling or for-
matting errors. Given the s word start (�=1) the letter t can be
chosen as a successor letter (�=2). If now we consider the ini-
tial case-insensitive st string there are 66k items present in the
list with 55 distinct successor letters. Choosing the a as next
letter, an initial sta string occurs in 23k entries, and has 45 dis-
tinct successor letters. Adding a d to form stad (�=4), there
remain only 23 distinct successor letters with 5k lexical entries
involved. Most typical words starting with stad are Stadt, Sta-
dion, Stade, Stadl. If next the t letter is considered (�=5), the
number of distinct items containing Stadt as a word start re-
duces to 4k, whereas the number of distinct successor charac-
ters increases from 23 to 58. The numbers of distinct words
(or equivalently word endings) and of distinct successor char-
acters (which are maximally truncated word endings) are de-
creasing functions with �, as long as � remains within a sim-
ple constituent word. In a boundary situation, the distinct word
function continues its decrease, whereas the successor character
function increases significantly. Irregularities in the #SuccChar
function may be observed for low � values. In the context of
decomposition for LVCSR long words are addressed in priority.
Shorter items such as Flug-zeug (eng.: plane), Bahn-hof (eng.:
railway station) don’t need to be processed. For this reason a
minimum split length (L) is applied to avoid erroneous or weak
hypotheses.

3.1. Splitting Algorithm

In the following the 2-step algorithm is detailed. It can be it-
erated as long as new morpheme boundaries are extracted. In
the first step a character branching factor is measured for each
possible word start. (see example in Table 1). In the second step
morpheme boundaries are hypothesized and validated.

Given � � ���� the word list of size � (�=2.6M items
here) extracted from the corpus, a reference word list is auto-
matically extracted: ����� including only words occuring more
than ���� times. ����� can be considered as a frequency-based
reference list: by rejecting low frequency items most errors are
eliminated. The value of the ���� threshold depends on the
quality of the training corpus (here ����=2). As mentioned be-
fore the role of ����� is to validate morpheme candidates.

Each word �� can be written as a character sequence of
length ��	� :

1Erroneous lexical entries most often have low frequency counts.
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et of word starts of length � is then:
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ompute successor character information
sing the whole word list � build lexical character-based
where each node corresponds to a character 2. Each word
orresponds to a full path through a tree. From these trees
t successor character information ���
�������� for each
start ����� of ���	�� : ������� ���
���������.
look for maximum branching factor node in splitting
n
entionned before small words should not be processed.
words of twice the minimum split length L are considered.
e for each acceptable word a splitting region can be de-
as the character sequence 
��


�
��� � � � 


�
��������


�
������

n(i)-L]. For each such word �� a split can be proposed:

�� � �	
� � �

�����	

� �  � ��� ��	�� ��

	� ���
����
	
� � � ���
����


�� �� � ��� ��	�� ��

it is accepted if the following conditions are verified:
gth(�	

� ) and length(������	
� ) � � (automatically verified

use of a splitting region).
�
����

	
� � � ��

������.

, ������	
� exist in �����.

he result of the second step is a set of � splitting or de-
ounding rules, which are to be applied to the corpus.
ion
�� and ������ can then be extracted. The algorithm may

ratively applied as long as new decompounding rules can
duced (�� � �).

4. Decompounding experiments
lgorithm has been applied once to the 300M word news-
corpus (TAZ, Frankfurter Rundschau, Deutsche Presse

tur, Die Welt). The first iteration using � � � and
������ � �� produces 800k decomposition rules. Man-
erification of a random selection of 1000 rules didn’t al-
o find splitting errors. Table 2 shows some examples re-
g letter-to-sound conversion ambiguities. Table 3 gives
ample of splitting rules, if successively applied, allow to
ate the compound Schulelternbeiratsmitglieder in the final
nce of Schul - Eltern - Beirats - Mitglieder. This set of
splitting rules has been used to assist the German letter-
nd conversion algorithm, in particular to develop pronun-

n dictionaries of 300k words for the LIMSI German tran-
ion system [9].
he efficiency of the 800k splitting rules on lexical cover-
as been measured using different vocabulary sizes. Table 4
s lexical coverage, specifying both the original measures
hose obtained after decompounding. The 300M training
s has been used for these experiments. An important in-
e in lexical coverage can be measured for all lexicon sizes.

looking at the complementary OOV (out of vocabulary)
reductions of 25% to 50% relative are achieved for the

or lexical trees very low frequency items are not rejected: long
unds are often among these low frequency items.



lexicon size original with splitting
65k 94.8 96.0
100k 96.1 97.2
200k 97.6 98.5
300k 98.3 99.0
600k 99.0 99.5

Table 4: Lexical coverage on the 300M training corpus with and
without splitting rules.

65k and 600k lexica respectively. Measures on independent
development data have not been carried out. However such
independent data should first be processed by the splitting al-
gorithm (adding new lexical items to the � list, updating the
���	��, ������� ���
��������� accordingly � � �). Independent
data should then behave as training data and similar improve-
ments should be achieved.

5. Discussion and Perspectives
The corpus-based language-independent decomposition algo-
rithm has been presented. This algorithm contributes to reduce
the lexical modeling problem encountered in LVCSR for Ger-
man, both by improving lexical coverage for a fixed size vocab-
ulary and by reducing letter to sound ambiguities.

Word-specific decompounding rules are automatically ex-
tracted based on the branching factor of successor characters.
A manual evaluation of a set of randomly selected 1000 rules
didn’t show splitting errors. Very large pronunciation dictio-
nnaries of up to 300k words have been developed. If itera-
tively applied, the algorithm allows to produce more morpheme
boundary information. Letter-to-sound conversion consistency
can thus further be improved. Connecting letters (Fugen-
elemente) have not yet been taken into account properly. Cases
of multiple decomposition and ambiguous decomposition are
interesting topics for more linguistic investigations.

In the future automatic evaluation of the decomposition
rules can be done more extensively in terms of lexical cover-
age on independent data and in terms of acoustic modeling ac-
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y. A rule generalisation mechanism is under development
rease the scope of the decomposition rules. Splitting has
o be carried out for language modeling to improve lexical
age without lexicon size extension.
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compound �� � �	
� - �

�����	
� l2s ambiguity

Unternehmenspositionen � Unternehmens - Positionen s (�)
Medikamentenspendensammlung � Medikamenten - Spendensammlung �(s)
Entwicklungshilfeinstitutionen � Entwicklungshilfe - Institutionen ��(a�)
Altersteilzeitbeschäftigung � Alters - Teilzeitbeschäftigung �s (��s)
Sachverständigengrundsätze � Sachverständigen - Grundsätze �ng (��)
Gegenfinanzierungskonzept � Gegen - Finanzierungskonzept �(e | �)
Geheimdienstausschußvorsitzende � Geheimdienst - Ausschußvorsitzende i:nst��(��n�t�)

Table 2: Example decomposition rules obtained by the first iteration. Ambiguous letter sequences are shown in bold. The last column
gives the ambiguous phonemic transcriptions. The first (correct) choice appears ’naturally’ when morpheme boundaries are known.

compound �� � �	
� - �

�����	
�

Schulelternbeiratsmitglieder � Schul - Elternbeiratsmitglieder
Elternbeiratsmitglieder � Eltern - Beiratsmitglieder
Beiratsmitglieder � Beirats - Mitglieder

Table 3: Example decomposition rules obtained by the first iteration of the algorithm. The rule set contains already rules for further
splitting and illustrates the importance of iterations.
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